Case Study
Luxury Yachts Abu Dhabi
HGI Industries has created cutting edge ultra violet hydroxyl generating
technology which has been at the forefront of high volume odor processing,
air-decontamination and air-purification. HGI’s patented technology is the
world’s only scientifically proven non-contained Hydroxyl Generator. The
ODOROX® products line of non-chemical devices provides an environmentally
safe solution.

Problem
A leading marine company in the Middle East Region, with a
portfolio of services that caters to all the needs of Ship
Owners, Managers and Crews. The Yacht division operates a
fleet of large yachts worldwide providing new builds and
retrofits.

A recent retrofit on a VIP yacht caused an odor

problem due to the paint and adhesives (VOCS) used.

Odor Solution
The Marine Company contacted the HGI industries Inc.
distributor in Dubai - Odorox Inair. After an assessment
Odorox Inair sold the yacht company the HGI industrial
Boss Unit (pictured on right).
The BOSS unit worked superbly and destroyed all the VOC’S
generated by the paints and adhesives.
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Results
After the renovation of the yacht was completed Odorox
Inair was contacted to provide HGI’s In Duct Unit models as
a permanent solution for the luxury yacht. The IDU’S were
strategically placed in the AC duct system that connected
the Dining Room, Living Room, Guest Rooms, Captains and
Crews Cabins along with the Kitchen area.

Long Term
The yachting Industry as a whole represents an ideal market
for HGI’s green air purification products, whether after a
major renovation, as is the case here, or in providing
hydroxyl laden air to small berths and “live aboards” where
stale area air is a constant problem in the marine industry
worldwide. The recessed wall or ceiling mount Architect and
the portable My SPACE (pictured below) are two other ideal
models for the smaller area (under 500 sq. ft.).

